"HOME TOWN PRIDE"

A QOV ORIGINAL, BY CONNIE FRICK
APRIL 2006
SIZE 50 X 60
12 BLOCKS, 12" X 12", WITH 2 - 4" BORDERS

____________________________

FABRIC:

1 YARD - FOCUS FABRIC, SOME TYPE OF PATRIOTIC PRINT.

2/3 YARD - WHITE

2/3 YARD - RED

2 YARDS - BLUE

____________________________

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:

CUT 12  -  6 1/2 " SQUARES OF THE PATRIOTIC PRINT.

............................................................

CUT 24  -  3" WHITE SQUARES
CUT 48  -  3 1/2" WHITE SQUARES

............................................................

CUT 24  -  6 1/2" X 2" RED STRIPS (4- 2" X WOF) WIDTH OF THE FABRIC
CUT 24  -  9 1/4" X 2" RED STRIPS ( 6- 2" X WOF)

............................................................

CUT 24  -  9 1/4" X 2" BLUE STRIPS ( 6- 2" X WOF)
CUT 24  - 12" X 2" BLUE STRIPS ( 8- 2" X WOF)

............................................................

FIRST BORDER, CUT FROM THE PATRIOTIC PRINT
CUT 5   -  4" X WOF

............................................................

SECOND BORDER, CUT FROM THE BLUE FABRIC
CUT 5   -  4" X WOF

.............................................................
BINDING, YOU WILL NEED AT LEAST 240"  
6 STRIPS WOF= 244"................. I CUT MINE AT 3", YOU MAY WANT TO CUT YOURS AT 2 1/2".

______________________________________________________________

SEWING:

STEP 1:

USING THE 6 1/2" PATRIOTIC PRINT, AND THE 3" WHITE SQUARES.

FINGER PRESS A 3" SQUARE CORNER TO CORNER. SEW ONE TO OPPOSITE CORNERS
OF THE 6 1/2" SQUARE.

FOLD TOWARD THE CORNER.

PRESS, AND TRIM OUT "ONLY" THE CENTER LAYER. LEAVING THE ORIGINAL SQUARE IN TACK
TO ENSURE THE BLOCK STAYS SQUARE.

REPEAT FOR ALL 12 BLOCKS. YOU SHOULD HAVE 2 WHITE CORNERS ON EACH BLOCK.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STEP 2:

RED, 6 1/2" X 2" STRIPS.

SEW ONE RED STRIP TO TWO OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE BLOCK. PRESS.

USING THE RED, 9 1/4" X 2" STRIPS, SEW ONE TO EACH OF THE REMAINING SIDES OF THE BLOCK.

YOU SHOULD HAVE A RED BORDER AROUND THE PATRIOTIC CENTER.
STEP 3:

WHITE 3 1/2" SQUARES, FINGER PRESS THESE IN HALF CORNER TO CORNER,
STITCH ONE WHITE SQUARE TO TWO CORNERS ACROSS THE RED BORDER, ON THE OPPOSITE
CORNERS FROM THE FIRST WHITE POINTS. PRESS, TRIM AWAY THE CENTER LAYER "ONLY".
REPEAT FOR ALL 12 BLOCKS.

STEP 4:

USING THE BLUE STRIPS, SEW ONE 2" X 9 1/4" STRIP TO EACH OF TWO OPPOSITE
EDGES OF THE BLOCK.
STITCH THE REMAINING 12” X 2” BLUE STRIPS TO THE OTHER 2 EDGES OF THE BLOCK. PRESS.

.................................................................................................................................

STEP 5:

FINGER PRESS THE REMAINING WHITE SQUARES AND STITCH TO EACH OF TWO CORNERS ACROSS THE BLUE BORDER, BUT LINE THESE UP WITH THE FIRST TWO CORNERS,( THE 3” WHITES.)

YOU SHOULD NOW HAVE 6 CORNERS OF WHITE ON THE BLOCK. PRESS, AND AGAIN "ONLY TRIM OUT THE CENTER LAYER OF THE FOLDED CORNERS."

.................................................................................................................................

STITCH THE BLOCKS TOGETHER, MAKING 4 ROWS OF 3. THEN SEW THE ROWS TOGETHER. PRESS
**BORDERS:**

The first border should be the patriotic print. Measure your top through the center, from side to side. "This is your correct edge measurement".

Cut 2 border strips to this measurement, (you may need to piece these)

Now find the center -of the edge you plan to start with, and place a pin to mark.

Then find the center of the border strip, place a pin here too,

Now line these two pins up, and pin them together.

You should be able to see at this point if you will have to ease in any fullness along the edge to fit the border measurement.

If so, do it in small steps all along the edge, so as not to get a pleat or puckers.

Once you have the two opposite edges with borders on, press the seam toward the border,

And again, measure through the center of the top from end to end to find the correct measurement for the next two border strips.

Pin centers, and stitch these on the same way, easing in any fullness all along the edge to fit your border.

(I like to do the top and bottom borders first, then the two long sides)

...........................................................................................................................................................................

**BLUE BORDER:**

Repeat, as you did with the last border., again measuring through the centers to find the correct length for the border strips.

You will need to piece these also..............pressing these seams toward the borders.

.................................................................................................................................

Now do a happy dance!!! You are all done with the top. Wasn't'tt that easy !

Try another using all scraps, and turning the blocks in different directions........

Below you will find a picture of the finished top for reference.